Bogdan Rzepecki

ON A THEOREM OF LIEPIN AND PONOMARIEV
In [6] A.J. Liepin and W.D. Ponomariev proved a theorem which enables us to reduce the proof of the continuous dependence of the solution of a boundary value problem with complicated initial conditions to the case of simple initial conditions. The proof of the theorem is based upon some properties of finite dimensional spaces. In the present note we generalize the result from [6] ' and give its some applications.
[r 1_. Let R denote the k-dimensional Euclidean space and let X be a topological space.
Let S c«3£ * M, where M c R™. For i = 1,2 let 1L: S R n and let A^ denote the set that consists of the elements (a,/J eR Q x M such that there exists x e. JE such that (x,/i)eS and H^(x f( u) -<x.
Define the mappings
We have the following theorem. where P: jfc, * M -3f.2, Ht: X,* M -R n (i = 1,2), a e R° and M c R®.
Let us put S = { {x,fi)e JE^m *' = P(*t/i)} and A i = { t H d * M: (x((ii)€.S, HjCx./i) = a} for i = 1,2. Assume that H^ (i = 1,2) are continuous and let B^ c A1 be a non-empty open set such that the problem (I) has exactly one solution for any {actp) eB^ which depends continuously on (oi,f¿) in B^ and problem (II) has exactly one solution for any (cc,fJL.) e.B2 = t^h" 1^] ] , where h-j and h2 are mappings defined in the same manner as in Sec. 1. Then B^ is an open set and the solution of (II) depends continuously upon (af/u) on B2.
If we put above: I = [a,b], Xj -the space of all absolutely continuous mappings of [a,b] into R n and X^ -the space of all integrable mappings of [a,b] into R n , we get a result from [[6J.
Let C a [a,b] be the sp&ce of all continuous mappings of [a,b3 into R n with the usual norm of univorm convergence.
Consider the boundary -value problem 
ST
The solution of,the problems (+) and (++) is anderstood to be the Caratheodory solution. -574
